Introduction
Today Yan Zhitui (531–590s) is primarily remembered for his Family
Instructions for the Yan Clan, a book of twenty chapters, written in
lucid, unpretentious, but gracious prose, on an assortment of topics
ranging from household management and remarriage to religious belief,
cultural pursuits, and codes of behavior in everyday life. Addressing his
sons, the book’s intended readers, as “you boys” throughout, he begins
with a statement of his purpose for writing such a book, and ends with
his last will and testament. Across fifteen centuries, we can still vividly
hear the voice of a father and a man who lived through one of the
most chaotic periods in Chinese history, and who was intent on the
preservation of his family in terms of physical survival, spiritual wellbeing, and social status. We also learn much information about sixthcentury Chinese society, culture, and customs from the perspective of
a mode of writing that evokes a private monologue overheard. This is
the earliest extant book-length “family instructions”; it is also one of
the few books from early medieval China that is still regularly translated
into modern vernacular Chinese intended for the general audience and
published in large print runs over and again.
The success of Yan Zhitui’s Family Instructions sometimes obscures
his other remarkable achievements, chief among which was a long autobiographical rhapsody, “Viewing My Life,” interspersed with the author’s self-annotations in prose. Self-exegesis would become a prevalent
feature in Chinese poetry from the late eighth century onward; Yan
Zhitui’s self-annotations in his rhapsody mark an important milestone.
This volume includes an annotated translation of Yan Zhitui’s Family
Instructions, his extant poems and rhapsodies, and his biography in the
dynastic histories. In the following pages, I will sketch Yan Zhitui’s life
and the complicated times in which he lived, offer an account of his
beliefs and values, discuss his literary accomplishments, and conclude
with some notes on the text and editions and on translation.

Life and Times
Yan Zhitui lived most of his life during an age of division. The history
of this period, referred to as “early medieval China” or, in Chinese
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terms, the Northern and Southern Dynasties, is notoriously difficult
and complicated. It was a period of migrations and separations, brutality and violence, but also one of cultural innovations and artistic brilliance. Yan Zhitui’s life embodies all the multifarious facets of his age.
After the collapse of the Han empire and the ensuing Three Kingdoms period, China was briefly unified in 280 under the rule of the
Jin dynasty. In the early fourth century, non-Han nomadic peoples
invaded from the north, and the Jin capital Luoyang fell. The ruling
elite were forced to cross the Yangzi River to the south, where they
reestablished the Jin regime, with Jiankang 康 (modern Nanjing) as
the new capital. With the Yangzi River as a natural barrier, and with
the support of the great families, the Jin monarchy lasted another one
hundred years, until it was toppled by a powerful general, who founded
the Song 宋 dynasty (420–479), also known as the “Liu Song” 劉宋 to
be distinguished from the later dynasty of the same name. The Liu
Song was succeeded by a series of short-lived, sophisticated dynasties:
Qi 齊 (479–502), Liang
(502–557), and Chen
(557–589). The
Liang in particular enjoyed nearly half a century of material prosperity
and literary vitality under the energetic and steady Emperor Wu 武帝
(r. 502–549), one of the longest-ruling monarchs in Chinese history.
Yan Zhitui was born eleven years into Emperor Wu’s reign, and grew
up at a time when the Liang was at the height of its power.
Yan Zhitui’s ancestors hailed from Linyi of Langye 琅
沂 (in modern Shandong). His ninth-generation ancestor, Yan Han 顏含 (ca. 260s–
ca. 350s), had served on the staff of the Prince of Langye, who became
the founding emperor of the Eastern Jin (r. 317–323), and so was
among the first who crossed the Yangzi River to settle in the south. In
the stringent hierarchical society of the Southern Dynasties, the Yan
clan of Langye, though not of the top echelon, was high up as an old
northern noble family, and their early migration to the south was further considered a political advantage.1 Although he did not seem to
have any distinguished achievements, Yan Han was nevertheless enfeoffed as a marquis.2 Perhaps an important factor in Yan Han’s prestige

1 Northern gentry who crossed the Yangzi River to the south late were treated as
inferior to those who immigrated earlier, and there was a strong prejudice against
them in official recruitment. See Song shu 65.1720–721.
2 Jin shu 88.2285.
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was his direct kinship connection with Wang Dao 王導 (276–339), also
from Langye, the powerful minister who played a crucial role in the
founding of the Eastern Jin.3
Yan Zhitui descended from Yan Han’s eldest son. He had a culturally
illustrious forebear, Yan Yanzhi 顏延之 (384–456), who was in the direct
line of descent from Yan Han’s youngest son.4 One of the literary giants
of the early fifth century, Yan Yanzhi had a reputation not only for
broad learning and brilliant literary writing, but also for drinking, unrestrained behavior, and a volatile temper.5 Some of Yan Yanzhi’s traits –
erudition and propensity for writing, defiance of authority, hot-blooded
stubbornness – seem to have run in the Yan family: Yan Zhitui’s grandfather committed suicide as a political protest; his elder brother, Yan
Zhiyi 顏之儀 (523–591), several times almost lost his life for defying
emperors in the north;6 an eighth-century descendant, Yan Zhenqing
顏真 (709–785), died defying a rebel governor.7 Yan Zhitui himself
was known for his indulgence in alcohol and unconventional behavior
in his youth, and once even lost an official appointment because of
drinking.8 Perhaps most importantly, Yan Yanzhi wrote “Instructions
from the Courtyard” (Ting gao 庭 ) for his sons, the gist of which is
preserved in his dynastic history biography.9 This may well have served
as an inspiration for Yan Zhitui’s Family Instructions.
Yan Zhitui’s grandfather, Yan Jianyuan 顔見遠 (d. 502), was married
to a daughter of the Xie clan of Chen commandery 郡謝氏 (in mod-

3 The epitaph for Yan Han, written shortly after his death by a relative, Li Chan
李闡, records a conversation in which Yan Han referred to Wang Dao by his
baby name Ah Long 阿龍 and positioned himself as a zhangren, Elder, to Wang
Dao. Yan Kejun, Quan Jin wen 133.2225. Here zhangren, rather than father-inlaw, refers to a senior relative on either paternal or maternal side (see Family
Instructions, VI.24). Albert Dien does not mention this connection, but notes
Yan Han’s kinship ties with Wang Shu 王 (d. 333), Wang Dao’s cousin, and
Huan Wen 桓溫 (312–373), the powerful general (Dien 2–3).
4 Yan Zhitui mentions a Yan Yanzhi who was a disgraced general (XIV.1b). This
must be Yan Yan, a general killed in battle, not to be confused with the writer
Yan Yanzhi.
5 See Yanzhi’s biography in Song shu 73.1891–904.
6 Zhou shu 40.720–21.
7 Jiu Tang shu 128.3595–596.
8 See BQS 2 in Appendix.
9 Song shu 73.1893–902.
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ern He’nan), which was one of the two top clans in the south, the other
being Wang Dao’s clan.10 Yan Jianyuan, who had served the last Qi
emperor, was “a square man and did not fit in with the crowd.”11 He
was primarily known for starving himself to death upon Liang’s replacement of Qi, an unusual act at the time and a topic to which we will
return below.12 For this reason, Yan Zhitui’s father, Yan Xie 顏協 (498–
539), declined the summons of the court and chose to serve only on a
princely staff.13 His patron was Emperor Wu’s seventh son, Xiao Yi
蕭繹 (507–555). Yan Xie was a well-read man with an interest in the
esoteric and a renowned calligrapher whose calligraphy once graced
many steles in Jingzhou;14 but he was not trained in the courtly style of
writing and was not a member of the contemporary literary community.
Yan Zhitui was likely born in Jiangling 江 (in modern Hubei), the
provincial capital of Jingzhou where Xiao Yi was governor in 531. A
child bears the influence of the parents in various ways, sometimes
straightforwardly, sometimes negatively. In Family Instructions, Yan
Zhitui exhorts his sons to be good with calligraphy, but not too good,
because he does not want them to be enslaved by requests for their
writing from the rich and powerful; he may very well be thinking of
his own father (XIX.1–2). Since Yan Xie authored biographies of Jin
immortals, Yan Zhitui concedes that “the talk of deities and immortals
may not be entirely nonsense” (and even has an extant poem on the
topic of immortals), but advises his sons not to get involved in pursuing
immortality by taking drugs (XV.1). He was once fascinated by the art
of divination, perhaps as a result of his father’s interest in omens, but
eventually gave it up, discouraging his sons from engaging in it as well
(XIX.12).
When Yan Zhitui was eight years old, his father died. He was subsequently brought up by his two elder brothers (mentioned in Family

10 We know this because after Yan Jianyuan died in 502, his son Yan Xie was
raised by his maternal uncle, Xie Jian 謝暕 of Chen commandery. Liang shu
50.727.
11 This comment was made by Yan Zhenqing. Quan Tang wen 339.3341.
12 Liang shu 50.727.
13 Ibid.
14 He authored Biographies of Jin Immortals 仙傳 and Diagrams of the Disasters
Presaged by the Sun and Moon
灾異圖. Liang shu 50.727; Nan shi 72.1785.
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Instructions, I.3 and I.4).15 At eleven years, Yan Zhitui listened to the
prince Xiao Yi’s lectures on Laozi and Zhuangzi along with other students, although he claims he was not interested in the metaphysical
discourse (VIII.22), and his biography describes him as devoted to the
pursuit of his “family specialty” in the Zuo Tradition and the Rites of
Zhou.16 Throughout Family Instructions Yan Zhitui mentions Xiao Yi
many times. It is clear that, although capable of being cruel toward his
own flesh and blood, the prince had treated the Yan brothers, and
their late father, with kindness and generosity.17 Consequently, in his
“Rhapsody on Viewing My Life,” Yan Zhitui gives as euphemistic an
account of Xiao Yi as possible regarding the prince’s behavior in the
Hou Jing Rebellion. This forms a glaring contrast with the scathing
criticism of Xiao Yi made by the preeminent writer of the age, Yu
Xin 信 (513–581), in his autobiographical rhapsody, “Lament for the
South” (“Ai Jiangnan fu” 哀江南賦).
Though orphaned at a tender age, had the Liang not collapsed, Yan
Zhitui probably would have enjoyed a fine career on the prince’s staff
and a predictably smooth life; he might even have been summoned to
court like his father and had a stint in the splendid capital city. But
when Yan Zhitui was seventeen years old, the Hou Jing Rebellion broke
out.
In the fifth century, north China was ruled and unified by the Northern Wei 魏 dynasty. In 534, the Wei succumbed to civil war, and split

15 Because only the name of one elder brother is known, some scholars speculate
that one of the elder brothers must have been a cousin. This is doubtful, for
Yan Zhitui is so punctilious about the correct terms of kinship. Yan Xie’s biography in the dynastic histories states that he had two sons, “Zhiyi and Zhitui,
who both became well-known at a young age” (Liang shu 50.727; Nan shi
72.1785). The phrasing may imply that there were other brothers even though
these two were the best-known among them. Indeed, two centuries later, a
famous descendant of the Yan clan, Yan Zhenqing, mentions another brother,
Yan Zhishan 顏之善, although Yan Zhishan is recorded as a younger brother
to Yan Zhitui. Quan Tang wen 340.3449. However, Yan Zhiyi is also recorded
as Yan Zhitui’s younger brother in the Bei shi biography (83.2796), all of which
shows there is much fluidity in textual records and memories.
16 BQS 1 in Appendix.
17 Yan Zhiyi, for instance, received a personal note from Xiao Yi commending him
for his “Ode on Jingzhou” 荊州頌 (or “Ode to the Divine Prefecture” 州頌).
Bei shi 83.2796; Zhou shu 40.719.
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into two states: the Western Wei, with its capital in Chang’an (modern
Xi’an); and the Eastern Wei, with its capital in Ye (in modern Hebei).
Hou Jing 景 (503–552), a treacherous Eastern Wei general, first defected to the Western Wei and then asked to surrender to the Liang.
Emperor Wu accepted Hou Jing’s capitulation against the counsel of
many of his ministers. Hou Jing then rebelled against the Liang in 548
and with shocking speed advanced to the capital, which fell after a
bloody siege of five months. Emperor Wu died soon after, and the
crown prince Xiao Gang 蕭 (503–551, r. 549–551) became emperor
under Hou Jing’s control. Instead of rushing to the rescue, Xiao Yi,
who harbored imperial ambitions of his own, engaged in a bitter feud
with his brothers and nephews. Xiao Yi only seriously turned his attention to Hou Jing after he eliminated what he perceived as competitors
for the throne. Refraining from censuring Xiao Yi outright, Yan Zhitui
nevertheless offers subtle reproach in ll. 83–84 of his “Rhapsody on
Viewing My Life”:
及荊王之 霸
讎恥而圖雪

Only after the King of Jing secured his hegemony
did he begin to eradicate shame and take vengeance.

In 550, Yan Zhitui was assigned to the staff of Xiao Fangzhu 蕭
(537–552), Xiao Yi’s second son who was stationed at Ying prefecture.
Xiao Fangzhu and his incompetent advisors were easily defeated by
Hou Jing’s generals, and Yan Zhitui was captured and taken back to
Jiankang as a prisoner. He did not get back to Jiangling until Hou Jing
was defeated in 552. His experience during this time – including the
harrowing episode of almost being executed by Hou Jing’s men, and
the traumatic sight of a ruined Jiankang – is narrated in detail in his
“Rhapsody on Viewing My Life.”
Upon Hou Jing’s death, Xiao Yi took the throne near the end of
552, and against the advice of many of his courtiers, stayed in Jiangling
instead of going to the capital Jiankang. Yan Zhitui spent the next two
years in Jiangling participating in the collation of the emperor’s book
collection, which was much expanded by books transported from the
Liang imperial library in Jiankang. In 553, Xiao Yi enlisted the help of
the Western Wei and defeated his younger brother Xiao Ji 蕭紀 (508–
553), the governor of Yizhou in Shu (modern Sichuan), who had also
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proclaimed himself emperor. The strife between the brothers proved to
be fatal for the Liang, for once the Western Wei army took control of
the strategically important Shu region upstream of the Yangzi River,
the Liang was doomed.
In the winter of 554, the Western Wei army attacked, and Jiangling
fell. On the eve of the court’s capture, Xiao Yi set fire to the imperial
book collection, reportedly one hundred and forty thousand scrolls in
total, which Yan Zhitui had worked on for the past two years. Xiao Yi
was executed by suffocation in January 555. The Wei army took well
over one hundred thousand Jiangling residents to Chang’an, with Yan
Zhitui and Yan Zhiyi among them, and slaughtered the young and
weak.18 Only three hundred households were spared from captivity.
Twenty to thirty percent of the captives died of cold and hardship on
the way, and most of the surviving captives were made slaves and distributed amongst the Wei generals and soldiers.19
Yan Zhitui bore witness to many acts of violence and destruction
through it all. One can only imagine how the traumatic experience
changed him. In Family Instructions he records the death of three brothers at the hands of the Wei soldiers, as the two younger brothers clung
to the elder brother and tried to shield him (III.7). In the Account of
Wronged Souls (see below), he tells of a man surnamed Liu who had
lost his entire family in the Hou Jing Rebellion except for a young son
and, upon being taken captive, carried the little boy himself on the
long journey to Chang’an. A Wei commander wrestled the boy away
and abandoned him in snow, and whipped the father who begged for
the child’s life. The father, grief-stricken and suffering from his injuries,
died soon after.20 In his “Rhapsody on Viewing My Life,” Yan Zhitui
devotes as many as forty lines (ll. 171–210) to the devastation of Jiangling and the captives’ journey north. He laments the destruction of the
books that to him represented the essence of human civilization, and
mourns the looting and annihilation of the precious objects and imperial paraphernalia that were symbolic of the power of the state.21 He

18
19
20
21

Liang shu 5.135.
Zizhi tongjian 166.5123.
Yuanhun zhi, 88–89.
The looting of Liang treasures is narrated in the biography of the general Yu Jin
謹 (493–568) in Zhou shu 15.248.
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speaks of his shame as a survivor, and grieves over the miseries of his
fellow captives. The intensity of feeling invested in these lines far surpasses his narration in the same rhapsody of the fall of the Northern
Qi, a dynasty he served for a good part of his adult life.
Yan Zhitui was separated from his brother upon coming to the
north. While Yan Zhiyi stayed in Chang’an, Yan Zhitui was dispatched
to Hongnong (in modern He’nan) to serve on the staff of a Western
Wei general. At the time, the Eastern Wei had been replaced by the
Northern Qi 齊 established by Gao Yang 洋 (525–559; r. 550–559).
Learning that the Qi court was sending Liang detainees home, Yan
Zhitui in early 556 made the drastic decision to flee to Qi in the hope
that he, too, would be able to return to the south.22 One evening, he
took his family to board a pre-fitted boat and, riding on the flooded
Yellow River, traveled seven hundred li in one night.
It was, however, not in Yan Zhitui’s destiny that he would ever see
the south again. After he arrived at the Qi capital, Ye 鄴 (in modern
He’bei), word came that the general Chen Baxian 霸 (503–559; r.
557–559) deposed Xiao Yi’s ninth son, whom he had set on the throne
earlier, and established the Chen dynasty. With the Liang now defunct,
Yan Zhitui remained in Ye at the Qi court.
Ironically, it was under the Last Ruler of Qi, a notoriously foolish
and frivolous emperor, that Yan Zhitui seems to have flourished,
through his aptitude in literary learning and administrative competence.
There is evidence that he was one of the main forces behind the establishment of the Grove of Letters Institute (Wenlin guan 文林館) in the
spring of 573,23 and was involved in several of the Institute’s influential
compilations.
Despite recognition from the emperor, life at the Qi court was perilous because of conflicts between Xianbei military officers and Han men
of letters. Only by a stroke of luck did Yan escape death in a tragic
incident in which six of his colleagues lost their lives for remonstrating

22 The Northern Qi had tried to put Xiao Yuanming 蕭淵明 (ca. 490s–556),
Liang Emperor Wu’s nephew, on the Liang throne, but eventually the Liang
generals prevailed and established Xiao Yi’s ninth son as emperor in the autumn
of 555.
23 See Bei Qi shu 42.563, 45.603.
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with the emperor. Referred to as “Han fellows in literary offices”
(“Han’er wenguan” 兒文 ), they were executed and their bodies were
dumped in the Zhang River.24
The Northern Qi did not last long. Earlier, in 557, the Western Wei
had been replaced by Zhou 周 (also known as the Northern Zhou).
Now, in early 577, the Zhou army conquered Qi. Yan Zhitui once
more made a bid to return to the south by trying to persuade the Last
Ruler of Qi to flee to Chen, but he did not prevail.
After the Qi fell, Yan Zhitui was obliged to go to Chang’an with a
group of seventeen other Qi courtiers, including some of the Qi’s most
prominent writers and poets such as Yang Xiuzhi 休之 (509–582)
and Lu Sidao 盧思 (535–586).25 In Chang’an, Yan Zhitui was finally
reunited with his brother Yan Zhiyi, who was by this point a prominent
minister in the Zhou court and had become quite consumed by his life
and career in the north. With the kind of foolhardy uprightness that
ran in the Yan family, Yan Zhiyi almost lost his life defending the failing
Zhou royal house against the powerful general Yang Jian 楊堅 (541–
604; Sui Emperor Wen, r. 581–604), who deposed the child emperor
of Zhou and established the Sui dynasty in 581.26
Yan Zhitui, in contrast, was merely lingering on. He laments in his
rhapsody,
在揚都值 景 簡文而篡位, 於江

逢孝元覆滅,

而

為 國之 .

At Yangdu, Hou Jing assassinated Emperor Jianwen and usurped
the throne. At Jiangling, Emperor Xiaoyuan met with destruction.
By now I have three times become a man of a fallen state.
He compares himself to a bird whose home grove was burned and
whose wings are clipped, or a fish out of water. With an acute sense of
rootlessness, he writes, “Alas, so vast is the universe, / I am mortified

24 Bei Qi shu 39.513. See his rhapsody, ll. 265–70, and BQS 6 in Appendix.
25 See Lu Sidao’s biography in Bei shi 30.1076 and Yuan Xinggong’s 元行恭 (d.
590s) biography in 55.2006.
26 Yan Zhiyi was a tutor to the Crown Prince, who later became Emperor Xuan
(559–580, r. 578–580), and was known at this time for his repeated blunt
remonstrance with the emperor. Zhou shu 40.720.
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there is no place to lodge this body of mine” (ll. 319–20). Unlike Lu
Sidao and Xue Daoheng 薛
(540–609), who managed to go home,
however briefly, Yan Zhitui had no place to which to return.
He kept close company with the other Qi exiles. Yang Xiuzhi composed a poem on “Listening to the Singing Cicadas” (“Ting chan ming”
聽蟬 ), to which Yan Zhitui and Lu Sidao wrote matching poems.27
Lu Sidao’s piece “was highly valued by the contemporaries”: Yu Xin,
the most revered literary master of the time, “read all the matching
poems and deeply admired [Lu Sidao’s].”28 One can perhaps see why:
Lu Sidao’s piece is filled with nostalgia for the bygone dynasty and
home state, with which many could find emotional resonance;29 Yan
Zhitui’s, on the other hand, is marked by a clear-eyed observation of
the reality around him articulated with directness and irony:
關

心

The land within the Pass is filled with the likes
of Ji Xin;
關 饒
to the west of the Pass, there is a rich store
of Confuciuses.30
詎
立國
Why bother using the Lord of Yu’s state-defending minister?
愛韓王游 士 Who’d be fond of the persuader in the court of
the King of Han?31
That is, the Zhou had its own talented people and would not use the
services of the Qi courtiers. In many ways this was a prescient insight:
Sui Emperor Wen never trusted the former Qi courtiers as much as he
did the northwestern families, and the regional bias continued into the

27 Yang Xiuzhi’s original piece is no longer extant. The title also reads “Ting ming
chan” 聽 蟬.
28 Sui shu 57.1398.
29 Lu Qinli, 2637.
30 “Within the Pass” and “to the west of the Pass” refer to the northwest. Ji Xin
(fl. third century BCE) was a chivalrous figure widely admired by people “within
the Pass.” Yang Zhen (d. 124 CE), a learned Eastern Han scholar, was referred
to as “the Confucius to the west of the Pass.”
31 Gong Zhiqi and Su Qin are figures for the Northern Qi courtiers (see notes to
this poem in this volume).
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early Tang.32 Furthermore, the atmosphere in the Zhou and the early
Sui court was quite different from the Qi: Qi was perhaps the most
literarily-inclined of the northern dynasties; Zhou, on the other hand,
was devoted to martial values,33 and Sui Emperor Wen was well-known
for his lack of cultural sophistication and open disdain for literary matters.34
Yan Zhitui continued to serve as a Senior Serviceman in the Censorate during the Zhou and the early years of the Sui. As he says in Family
Instructions,
計 兄弟
當 進；但以 衰
肉單弱
服之
播越 鄉
復資廕；使汝等沈淪
以為 世之恥；
敢墜失
以北
教嚴
隱 者 也

一
靦冒

As I see it, we brothers should not have entered public service.
However, the fortune of our clan is in decline, and our blood and
flesh do not enjoy much power and status in society. Indeed there
is nobody among close and distant relatives on whom we can rely.
Moreover, we have been displaced from our native land and migrated to another region, so there is no inherited title to be passed on
to our offspring. Should you boys be debased to the status of servants, it would be a disgrace to our ancestors. For this reason we
have brazenly taken official posts, not daring to let the family tradition fall away. Besides, governmental regulations in the north are
so austere that no one is permitted to seek reclusion and retirement
(XX.3).
Along with another former Qi courtier, Yan Zhitui was ordered by
Emperor Wen to assist in the compilation of a new history of the Wei,

32 Tang Emperor Taizong (r. 626–649) once commented on the differences between those “from within the Pass” (northwesterners) and those “from east of
the Taihang Mountains” (northeasterners), and a minister protested, saying that
an emperor should regard all within the four seas as his home and not be
confined by the boundary between east and west. The very incident reveals that
regional bias was deeply rooted. Jiu Tang shu 104.4012.
33 See Sui shu 50.1316, 51.1329.
34 Sui shu 2.54. In 585, he issued an edict that memorials to the throne must be
factual and plain, and he had a governor indicted because his memorial was
ornate and flowery. Sui shu, 66.1545.
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treating the Western Wei as the legitimate dynasty, as opposed to the
existing History of the Wei, since Sui followed from Zhou that in turn
received its mandate from the Western Wei.35 In 582, a Chang’an resident accidentally excavated a scale dated to Qin times, and Yan Zhitui
was asked to work with a former Qi courtier to transcribe the writings
on the iron weight (XVII.23). In the same year, he memorialized the
emperor that the court’s ritual music was still using non-Han melodies
and asked to “seek the ancient norms” by following the Liang example.
Emperor Wen dismissed this suggestion immediately: “The Liang music
is the ‘sound of a fallen state’ – why inflict it on Us?”36 Ultimately,
however, the Sui officials could not work out a program of ritual music
of their own.37 After the Chen was conquered in 589, one of the emperor’s trusted advisors, as well as his own son, Yang Guang 楊 (later
Emperor Yang, r. 604–618), advocated the adoption of the southern
music, and the emperor finally acquiesced.
Perhaps shortly after 584, a debate broke out between the northwesterners and northeasterners about the new calendar. The debate was
referred to the Section of Legal Policies in the Censorate, where Yan
Zhitui was appointed, and he suggested that the matter fell outside
their jurisdiction and that they should not adjudicate it.38 With some
glee, he recounts in Family Instructions how the one colleague who
refused to listen to him ended up in disgrace (XII.11).
In Chang’an Yan Zhitui also socialized with members of the southern
diaspora. Lu Fayan’s 法言 preface to his phonological work, Qie yun
韻, relates how, in the early years of the Kaihuang era (581–600), he and
a group of eight friends, including Yan Zhitui, discussed the southern and
northern sound systems together; Xiao Gai 蕭 and Yan Zhitui were cred-

35 Shi tong “Gujin zhengshi” 今正史, 751. This work of historiography is no
longer extant.
36 Sui shu 14.345.
37 The emperor said angrily that, seven years after he founded the Sui, the court’s
ritual music was still praising the former dynasty. Sui shu 14.345.
38 Liu Xiaosun 劉孝孫 (d. ca. 594) and Liu Zhuo 劉焯 (542–608), both from
Hebei (“to the east of the Taihang Mountains), criticized the new calendar
presented to the throne in 584 by a northwestern Daoist Zhang Bin 賓.
Zhang Bin, who had ingratiated himself with Emperor Wen by predicting he
would one day take the throne, prevailed. Sui shu 17.423.
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ited as the main arbiters in these discussions.39 Yan Zhitui himself devotes
an entire chapter to phonology in Family Instructions; it testifies to the academic passion of a scholarly man and to the importance attached to correct
pronunciation as a status symbol, a topic to which we will return below.
Perhaps most importantly, it was during the Sui that he finished his
Family Instructions. Initially intended only for his sons, this book nevertheless ensured his lasting fame. Throughout the book he addresses his
sons as “you boys” (rucao 汝曹 or ercao 爾曹). In Qi, Yan Zhitui had sired
two sons: Silu 思魯 (“longing for Lu”) and Minchu 慜 (“compassion for
Chu”). In Sui he fathered another son, Youqin 秦 (“wandering in
Qin”).40 Yan Zhitui mentions his wife’s family a few times in Family Instructions, thus we know her surname was Yin 殷. Youqin, however, might
have been born to a different mother than Silu and Minchu. In Family
Instructions, Yan Zhitui gives an entire chapter to the topic of remarriage,
in which he explains that sons by concubines are treated well in the south,
but are despised and excluded from polite society in the north. He does
not, however, appear to endorse remarriage, warning his sons that they
must be careful about this matter and citing their maternal uncle’s case to
demonstrate the danger of remarriage. The prominence of such a topic in
Family Instructions shows that it was a matter dear to Yan Zhitui’s heart,
and the story he ends the chapter with, about an Eastern Han man who
was filial to his stepmother and generous to his younger brother’s children, seems to mean more than he explicitly states.
During Yan Zhitui’s last years, he received the recognition of Emperor Wen’s eldest son, Yang Yong 楊 (ca. 560s–604), who was the
Crown Prince until he was deposed in 600. Unlike his father, Yang
Yong appreciated learning and literature; he made Yan Zhitui an Academician on his staff in the midst of the Kaihuang era and treated him
with great respect.41 Yan Zhitui did not live to see Yang Yong fall from
grace. In 591, his elder brother, Yan Zhiyi, died at the age of sixtyeight, and Yan Zhitui passed away presumably not long afterward.

39 Yan Kejun, Quan Sui wen 27.4180. Lu Fayan’s preface was written in 601. Xiao
Gai was a grandson of Liang Emperor Wu’s brother Xiao Hui 蕭恢 (476–526)
and had expertise in phonology.
40 That Youqin was born in Sui is based on the assertion made in Yan Zhenqing’s
stele inscription. Quan Tang wen 339.3441.
41 See BQS 8 in Appendix.
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Much of Yan Zhitui’s Family Instructions is concerned with the importance of passing on the family legacy in learning. In this respect, his
three sons did not disappoint him.42 Yet, passing away in the newly
unified empire at the apex of its power, Yan Zhitui could not anticipate
that his sons would be caught in chaotic times again so soon. The Sui
fell apart under the rule of Emperor Yang, with violent uprisings breaking out all over the country.43 Minchu and his entire family were cannibalized by a hungry rebel army.44 So intent on advising his sons about
brotherly affection and household management, but having little to say
about conjugal love and respect, Yan Zhitui might not have known or
cared that his eldest son Silu had an unhappy relationship with his wife.
It ultimately caused Silu’s alienation from his own son, Yan Shigu
顏師 (581–645), which apparently was public knowledge and became
a stigma on Yan Shigu’s reputation.45
Yan Shigu was, however, a classicist scholar far better known than
both his father and grandfather.46 His great-great-grandson Yan Zhenqing was a Tang loyalist who was martyred for his fierce outspokenness
and righteousness, and, reminiscent of Zhitui’s father, for his striking
calligraphy, which is still avidly copied and studied today.

The Buddhist Faith
Yan Zhitui uses an entire chapter in Family Instructions exhorting his
sons to adhere to the Buddhist faith. From the very beginning he makes
it crystal-clear that Buddhism is the family religion:
42 Silu and Minchu were known for their learning. Youqin was appointed Governor
of Lianzhou 廉州 (in modern Hebei) in the early years of Tang Gaozu’s
reign (r. 618–626) and proved a good administrator; he was also the author of
a philological work on the Han History. Though this work is lost, his nephew
Yan Shigu (Silu’s eldest son) reportedly adopted much of his work in writing
his own commentary, still extant, on the Han History. Jiu Tang shu 73.2596.
43 Sui shu 4.83–93.
44 Jiu Tang shu 56.2275.
45 Silu married the daughter of Yin Yingtong 殷英童, a Northern Qi courtier who
was the author of a collection of literary works (see Jiu Tang shu 47.2072). Yan
Shigu tried to reconcile his parents and henceforth strained his relationship with
his father. This was alluded to by the emperor in his critique of Yan Shigu. Xin
Tang shu 198.5642.
46 See Yan Shigu’s biography in Jiu Tang shu and Xin Tang shu.
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世之事
復於

信而有
家世
能讚述；但懼汝曹猶

輕慢也
妙旨
牢固 略重勸 爾

經

Our family has been devoted to Buddhism for generations; you
should not treat it lightly and casually. The marvelous doctrines
are fully expounded in the various sutras and abhidharmas, and I
will not be able to recapitulate them here. I only fear that you boys
are not quite confirmed in your faith yet, so I will briefly repeat
my encouragement (XVI.1).
And he is unequivocal about the superiority of Buddhism, not only to
the teachings of Laozi and Zhuangzi, but also to Confucianism. He
says of Buddhism:
明非堯

周

及也

Clearly this is not what [the sage emperors] Yao and Shun, the
Duke of Zhou, and Confucius could ever match (XVI.2).
Ever being the pragmatic man, he concedes that certain things, such
as “hunts and battles, banquets and punishments [corporal punishment and punishment by death],” stem from human nature and so
cannot be eliminated all at once, but he believes that they must be
regulated so as not to become excessive, and stresses that this being
the case,
歸周

而背釋

何

也

How deluded if one bows to the Duke of Zhou and Confucius but
turns one’s back on Buddhism! (XVI.3)
Yet, despite Yan Zhitui’s unambiguous declaration of his religious faith,
there has been a strong desire in the Chinese tradition to see Yan Zhitui
as a staunch Confucian, to the extent that some late imperial editions
of his Family Instructions even changed the text to fit this image. In the
final chapter, “Last Will,” once again Yan Zhitui asks his sons not to
follow Confucian teachings in the matter of making sacrifices to deceased parents:
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四

祭祀
益焉

周

教

親

孝

也

求

The four seasonal sacrifices are taught by the Duke of Zhou and
Confucius with the hope that one shall not forget one’s parents as
soon as they die, but if you look into the Inner Scriptures [i.e.,
Buddhist scriptures], you will see that these sacrifices are completely useless (XX.5).
Instead, he asks them to offer his spirit a vegetarian meal from time to
time, and to “do something at the Ullambana Festival on the fifteenth
of the seventh month: that is all I expect from you” 及
半盂蘭 ,
於汝也. The Ullambana Festival, on which rituals are performed to
relieve the sufferings of the dead, derives from the Ullambana Sutra in
which Maudgalyāyana redeems his deceased mother from hell. Yet, in
two late imperial editions, the citation above reads: “….and to practice
to the best of your ability loyalty and trustworthiness, and to not bring
shame to your parents: that is all I expect from you” 及盡忠信, 辱 親,
於汝也.47 None of the earlier editions contains this variant reading.
The reasons for the desire to label Yan Zhitui a Confucian are manifold. Buddhism, as a foreign religion, has always been regarded with
skepticism and mistrust by many since its introduction into China, but
the tendency was intensified in late imperial times, when neo-Confucianism became state orthodoxy and held powerful sway over the Chinese scholarly elite, and that has lasted well into the modern times,
infused with a state-sponsored nationalistic agenda.
Such labeling, which implies an inflexible conviction about clear-cut
boundaries between different systems of beliefs, may not have always
made sense in the fifth and sixth century. Zhang Rong
(444–497),
a member of the southern elite and a prominent cultural figure, asked
on his deathbed to be buried with “the Classic of Filial Piety and Laozi
in my left hand and the Lotus Sutra in my right hand.”48 His attitude –
an integration of values represented by a series of important texts – is
revealing about the age in which he lived. There indeed were fierce

47 See XX.5 in Additional Notes.
48 Nan Qi shu 41.729. One wonders if Zhang Rong should be labeled as a “Buddho-Daoist-Confucian” if that would even mean anything.
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debates about Confucian, Buddhist, and Daoist teachings at the time,
but even if we wish to consider Yan Zhitui in those terms and impose
“-ism” on his beliefs, it seems perverse not to follow a man’s self-declaration of his faith and insist on imposing upon him a definition that he
himself explicitly denies.
Upon close inspection, the Confucian label, even applied in a generalized and ahistorical manner, does not fit well with the values held by
Yan Zhitui, either. Yan Zhitui has been regarded as a Confucian primarily on the grounds that he cared deeply about family tradition, and
that he never entered the religious order himself or encouraged his sons
to become monks.49 And yet, in the Vimalakīrti-nirdeśa Sutra, one of
the most popular Buddhist scriptures in early medieval China, Vimalakīrti was a lay Buddhist with a family and a luxuriant secular lifestyle
who nevertheless was deeply enlightened and approved by the Buddha
as a role model. In the Ullambana Sutra mentioned above, Maudgalyāyana goes through extraordinary trials and tribulations to redeem the
suffering soul of his deceased mother from hell, performing a supreme
act of filial piety in fulfillment of his religious destiny. Filial piety is not
a virtue monopolized by Confucianism, nor should Confucianism,
which has gone through many transformations throughout history, be
equated only with the love of one’s family.
The changes that have taken place in the Confucian tradition itself
can be seen most clearly in the notion of loyalty, a topic of utmost
importance to a neo-Confucian of late imperial China. Teng Ssu-yü
claims, “Loyalty is highly desired by Yen Chih-t’ui.”50 But his claim is
based on a misunderstanding of Yan Zhitui’s own words, not to mention that his citation in support of the claim omits an important part
of the passage in question.51 This is the passage in its entirety:

49 For instance, see Teng Ssu-yü, “Introduction,” xxix–xxxii.
50 Teng, “Introduction,” xxix.
51 On p. xxix, Teng’s citation reads: “Not bend the knee before two imperial families was the integrity of Po I and Shu Ch’i; to refuse to serve an illegitimate
ruler was the principle of I-yung and Ch’i-tzu. But if you cannot help it, and
suddenly have to bend your knees in serving another ruler, you should not
change your thought about the former chief, whether he still exists or not.” Cf.
the translation in Teng, p. 92.
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齊之節也；何事非君 伊
家有奔
國有 滅 君 固
矣；
旦 膝而事
以存 而改慮？
璋
在魏製檄
目紹為蛇虺 在 君 命
也 當務從容消息之

箕之義也
而君 之
袁 書
得 專

春秋 來
絕 惡聲 一
呼操為 狼；
文 之巨患

Not submitting to two royal houses – this is the integrity shown
by Bo Yi and Shu Qi. “Any lord one serves is one’s ruler” – this is
the principle upheld by Yi Yin and Jizi. Ever since the Spring and
Autumn period, many clans have fled into exile, and many states
have been conquered: the relationship between a prince and a minister cannot remain unchanged. Yet, when a gentleman severs his
relationship with another, he will not speak ill of his former friend.
Once a man bends his knee to serve another, how can he change
his thoughts about his former lord? When Chen Kongzhang was
writing a letter on behalf of Yuan Shao, he called Cao Cao a jackal
and a wolf; when he composed a proclamation on behalf of the
Wei, he described Yuan Shao as a poisonous snake. He did what
his current lord ordered and had no control over his action. But
this is a great problem for a man of letters. You must consider this
most carefully if you ever find yourself in such a situation. (IX.6)
In the opening statement, Yan Zhitui cites two opposite cases: in the
case of Bo Yi and Shu Qi, they starved themselves to death rather than
serve a different dynasty than the one they were born into; in the case
of Yi Yin and Jizi, they were flexible about which ruler to serve because,
according to Yi Yin, “To serve a lord who is not the right lord: now
what harm lies in that?....The important thing here is to manage the
world on behalf of Heaven and hopefully be able to practice the Way”
事非 君者, 何傷也……要 為 理 , 冀得行 而 矣.52 In the Family
Instructions context, clearly the Yi Yin–Jizi model is the one Yan Zhitui
approves, as he plainly tells his sons that “the relationship between a
prince and a minister cannot remain unchanged.”53 His advice to them

52 Mengzi zhushu 3A.56a.
53 Remarkably, the phrase, “Any lord one serves is one’s ruler,” again has a textual
variant in a late imperial edition, which makes no sense (see Additional Notes).
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is not to adhere to one dynasty and one lord, but simply not to badmouth their former ruler, be he dead or alive.
Yan Zhitui’s notion of loyalty would seem woefully inadequate to
the late imperial scholarly elite. Yet, while in later times Bo Yi and Shu
Qi received unanimous acclaim for their loyalty to the Shang, their
reception in early medieval times was mixed, and they were censured
for their foolhardy adherence to a dynasty that had lost Heaven’s mandate.54 Similarly, when Yan Zhitui’s grandfather, Yan Jianyuan, starved
himself to death upon Liang’s replacement of Qi in 502, his behavior
stood out as being highly singular: it was not the norm of the age, and
it was not necessarily considered commendable either. Liang Emperor
Wu’s comment is telling:
我

應 從

, 何預

士

事, 而顏見遠

於

也.55

I have responded to the call of Heaven and followed the will of
men [in establishing the Liang]. Does this have anything to do
with the gentry of the world?! That Yan Jianyuan should have done
a thing like this!
At any rate, Yan Zhitui himself served four dynasties – Liang, the
Northern Qi, Zhou, and Sui; and he clearly did not want his sons to
emulate his grandfather. He might have regarded loyalty as an important quality, but his definition of loyalty requires a nuanced historical

54 There were many writings from the third and fourth century that testify to the
mixed reception of Bo Yi and Shu Qi. Wang Can’s 王粲 (d. 217) “Lament for
Yi and Qi” 弔 齊文 states: “Keeping themselves pure, they indulged in their
aims, / they went against the great principle of sagely and wise men”
絜 躬以騁志, 愆聖哲之 倫. Yan Kejun, Quan hou Han wen, 106.966. Mi
Yuan’s 麋元 (fl. 3rd century) piece on the same topic goes even further: “You
recited sagely writings, listened to sagely music, lived in a sagely time, and yet
deviated from the sagely mind” 誦聖之文, 聽聖之音, 聖之世, 而異聖之心.
Quan sanguo wen 38.1267. The great writer Ruan Ji 阮籍 (210–263) questions
how they pursued reputation at the expense of their life: “They acted rashly
regarding lifespans and were not at ease, contesting for good name as their
measure” 肆壽 而 豫 , 競毀譽以為 . Yan Kejun, Quan sanguo wen
44.1304; translation Stephen Owen’s, in Ruan Ji 173.
55 Liang shu 50.727.
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understanding that takes us far beyond the entrenched neo-Confucian
ideology of late imperial and modern China.
To Yan Zhitui, the core concepts of Confucianism are “benevolence,
integrity, decorum, wisdom, and trustworthiness,” of which he finds
perfect counterparts in Buddhist prohibitions against killing, stealing,
impropriety, licentiousness, and dissembling (XVI.3). But there is also
a set of values and convictions he imparts to his sons more implicitly,
and no less self-consciously.

Values and Beliefs
When Yan Zhitui was taken to Jiankang as a captive by Hou Jing’s
forces, he witnessed a city in ruins. More devastating was the termination of the great families:
冠 隨 渡江者百家

江東有百譜

是在都者覆滅略盡

Of the “caps and sashes” of the Central Plain, those who had
crossed the River with the Jin house amounted to a hundred
clans.56 Hence there were a hundred clan genealogies to the east of
the Yangzi River [i.e., the south]. By now, however, those in the
capital were almost completely destroyed.
The Southern Dynasties was very much an aristocratic society with a
stringent social hierarchy and an absolute division between gentry and
commoners, but the destruction brought about by the Hou Jing Rebellion, and the disorder and dislocation that ensued, finally broke down
the entrenched social structure. It was a world full of menaces and
opportunities.
Faced with this new reality, those who could not adjust were simply
washed away. At a time of quick rise and fall of fortunes, the fluidity
of social status, and the dissolution of social distinction between gentry
and commoners, Yan Zhitui is concerned, not only about the family’s
physical survival, but also about preserving the elite identity of the
family.

56 “Caps and sashes” refers to the gentry.
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見俘
雖百世小
曉書記者 莫 耕田養

讀

語

孝經者

為 師；

In the recent times of chaos, of those who have become captives,
if one knows how to read the Analects and the Classic of Filial Piety,
be he from a family that has been lowly for a hundred generations,
he can still be a teacher to someone else; but if a man does not
know how to write, be he from a family that has been patrician
for a thousand years, he will still have to plow the field and tend
horses (VIII.5).
He observed, with alarm and pity, the scions of aristocratic families
falling from grace:
及
昔

亂之後 朝市遷革 銓 選
之黨…. 若枯
泊若窮流

非復曩者之親；當路秉權
鹿獨戎 之
轉 溝壑之際

見

After the disorder and dispersion, court and marketplace were
changed. Those in charge of government recruitment are now no
longer their relatives; the powers that be are no longer the members
of their clique….Stupefied like a withered tree, shallow like an
exhausted stream, they wander aimlessly in the midst of military
horses and eventually die off in a ditch (VIII.4b).
For the old elite, family lineage is no longer everything. One must
possess “learning and skills” (xueyi 學藝). The desire to maintain family
social status is a driving motivation behind his exhortation of his sons
to study, to master philological and literary skills, and to continue the
family legacy in suye 素 , “pure profession,” a term that in this period
referred specifically to an engagement in cultural learning and classical
scholarship as opposed to martial skills. The chapters on the importance
of study, literary writings, evidential learning, and phonology take up
the lion’s share of the book.
Yet, education and learning are far from being “the only distinction
between nobles and commoners.”57 This is most obvious in Chapter
VI, “Manners and Etiquette,” one of the longest chapters in the book.

57 Teng, xxvi.
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In it, Yan Zhitui sets out in great detail the rules of conduct that govern
a gentry member’s everyday life, such as how to handle taboo names
(i.e., names of deceased ancestors), the correct forms of addressing a
relative, weeping at parting and during mourning, the observation of
mourning rituals, and the celebration of birthdays. What may appear
superficial and trivial to a modern reader proved to be of crucial importance to a member of the elite like Yan Zhitui, because it is in such
details of speech and action that one sees the distinguishing traits of a
well-born genteel man. It must also be noted that none of these codes
of conduct has anything to do with morality. Although their ages and
circumstances were far apart, Yan Zhitui is reminiscent of Baldesar Castiglione (1478–1529), the Renaissance Italian author of The Book of the
Courtier, known as “a handbook for gentlemen.” There is a remarkably
similar preoccupation with social distinction and outward appearances.
At the opening of this chapter, Yan Zhitui makes a pointed comment
on the profound difference of life between south/past and north/
present:
學達君
為節
相
同
見 稱 短
耳能聽而聞之；蓬 麻
曉
聊記以傳示 孫

行之
世 士
風操 而家 頗有
陌
昔在江南 目能視而見之
勞翰墨 汝曹 於戎 之
視聽之

….learned and wise gentlemen took it upon themselves to lay
down rules, which have subsequently spread to others. The world
refers to such rules as the manners and etiquette of the gentry. Even
though each family has its own style, and some may regard certain
rules as either superior or inferior to others, we can still discern the
basic ways of carrying oneself. In the old days, back in the south,
one witnessed proper conduct with one’s own eyes and heard it
with one’s own ears. “Pigweed grows in the midst of hemp” – one
did not need to bother using brush and ink [to write down the
rules].58 You boys, however, were born and raised among war hors-

58 The full saying is “Pigweed in the midst of hemp naturally grows up straight.”
It appears in the philosophical Xunzi and refers to the influence of one’s environment. Yan Zhitui implies that the south in the old days had been much more
conducive for a child’s proper education in manners and etiquette.
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es, and have not had a chance to see or hear about those proprieties.
Thus I have to record them so as to pass them on to my sons and
grandsons.
Yan Zhitui’s sons were all born and raised in the north. But Yan Zhitui’s
family was one of the oldest elite émigré clans in the south and had
enjoyed superiority even to the native families of the south. It is this
deeply rooted sense of elite family identity that proved to be the most
important thing to Yan Zhitui.
It is this sense of identity that is carried over in the chapter on
phonology. He is emphatic about teaching his children the correct pronunciations from their early childhood:
家

雖在 稚

漸督正之；一言

以為

罪矣

The sons and daughters of my family, even during their early childhood, are drilled and corrected little by little. If they ever pronounce one thing wrong, I consider it my fault.
Like manners and etiquette, pronunciation and accent are an outward
sign of the inner identity.
According to Yan Zhitui, the only places where pronunciation can
serve as a standard are the former Southern Dynasties capital, Jiankang,
and the former Eastern Han/Western Jin capital, Luoyang (XVIII.2).
As Chen Yinke long ago pointed out, Yan Zhitui is certainly not referring to the contemporary Luoyang speech, but rather to the Luoyang
speech preserved by the northern elite clans – like his own – that migrated to the south after the fall of the Western Jin.59 By Jiankang Yan
Zhitui does not mean the Wu dialect (Wu yu) spoken by the native
southern families either, but again to the speech of the old elite émigrés.
To many scholars of the history of this period, the numerous comparisons between south and north, made throughout Family Instructions, are of great interest. Albert Dien correctly notes that, “The period
that he had spent in the South was an extremely important one to him,
for those were his formative years. In his Instructions the southern cus-

59 Chen Yinke, 1–18.
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toms and attitudes loom large.”60 But it is worthwhile to bear in mind
that he had also spent more than two decades of his adult life in the
Northern Qi, and anecdotes and reminiscences about Qi abound. For
this reason, we should add an important provision about his northsouth comparisons: his notion of the north is perhaps not the generalized “north China,” but rather the northeast.
One of the most striking points of difference between south and
north is woman’s lifestyle and sphere of influence, an issue on which
Yan Zhitui shows his most southern, and conservative, attitude. He
admits that daughters are “truly a burden” from a financial point of
view, since parents must provide a daughter with a dowry; but from a
humanitarian perspective opposes infanticide, practiced by many of his
contemporaries (V.15): this is as far as his “liberalism” goes. He stresses
women should be only allowed to take care of material provisions for
a family, and must not be allowed to intervene in state or family affairs;
he also writes with approval that (elite) women in the south had very
little social intercourse even with their relatives.
It is noteworthy, however, that he paints a very different picture of
women’s activities in the northeast:
鄴
府

風俗 專以婦持 戶 爭
代 求
為 訴

曲

造

逢迎

車乘填

衢

羅

The customs of Ye are, however, quite different: they let the wife
take charge of the family. The womenfolk are involved in disputes
and lawsuits; they pay visits and receive guests; their carriages
crowd the streets, and official quarters swarm with their silk dresses.
They seek office for their sons or make pleas to authority on behalf
of their husbands (V.12).
Whether or not this was really a legacy of the Northern Wei of Xianbei
origin as Yan Zhitui suggests, this was the culture that saw the emergence of powerful women in the northern dynasties’ politics. During
Yan Zhitui’s lifetime, Sui Emperor Wen’s wife, Empress Dugu 獨
(544–602), of a mixed Xianbei and Han ethnicity, was well known for

60 Dien, 9–10.
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being the emperor’s equal partner in state governance.61 This was also
the very culture that would eventually give rise to Wu Zetian (624–
705), the only woman emperor who established her own dynasty and
one of the most competent rulers in Chinese history.

Literary Accomplishments
Yan Zhitui’s Family Instructions is written in clear and fluent prose, but
his contemporaries would without a doubt look to poetry (shi) and
rhapsodies (fu) as the most privileged forms of literary expression. Yan
Zhitui only has five poems (one of dubious attribution) and one rhapsody that are extant in their entirety. In both of these genres, Yan Zhitui
cannot be said to represent the mood of the age.
In Family Instructions, Yan Zhitui states that not a single piece of his
father’s literary writings was selected into A Record of the New Writings
of the Western Headquarters, an anthology commissioned by the prince
Xiao Yi; the “western headquarters” refers to Xiao Yi’s headquarters. He
puts a good face on the exclusion as much as possible by saying that
this was because his late father’s writings “had an orthodox elegance
and did not follow the contemporary fashion” (IX.12). He also mentions that his father’s writings were destroyed in a house fire and thus
not transmitted. Conflagration was indeed one of the primary culprits
for textual losses in the age of manuscript culture; nevertheless, it also
shows that Yan Xie’s writings were not circulating far and wide during
his lifetime, so no one had a second copy of them.
In the south, one of Yan Zhitui’s ancestors, Yan Yanzhi, had been
the foremost court poet in the Liu Song dynasty. In the last decades of
the fifth century, Yan Yanzhi’s densely allusive style yielded to the socalled Yongming 永明 Style, whose leading representatives promoted
verbal limpidity and self-conscious euphony, wearing their learning very
lightly. The Yongming Style evolved further in the sixth century into
the Palace Style (Gongti 宮體), named after the Eastern Palace (Donggong 東宮) that was the official residence of the Crown Prince. The
Palace Style was exemplified by the poetry of Xiao Gang, Xiao Yi, and
members of their intimate circles, including the aforementioned Yu Xin

61 Sui shu 22.622, 38.1109.
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and his father Yu Jianwu 肩 (480s–ca. 552). Their poetry continued
to manifest the limpidity advocated by the Yongming poets; but it
possesses an unprecedented degree of intricacy and delicacy and a sophisticated subtlety of expression. It is also a poetry informed by the
Buddhist consciousness of the ephemerality of the world of physical
phenomena and the beauty resulting from such ephemerality.
In terms of being free of linguistic opaqueness, Yan Zhitui’s poetic
writings may indeed be considered “limpid.” Yet, whether it is due to
his family tradition, personal predilection, his upbringing in the provinces and lack of exposure to the Jiankang court society, or all of the
above, his poetic compositions are characterized by a straightforward
plain-spokenness that does not fit the criteria of southern courtly poetics. Nevertheless, it is important to note that Yan Zhitui is not part of
the conscious reaction against the southern style that occurred during
Sui Emperor Wen’s reign. In his chapter on literary writings, Yan explicitly gives praise to the modern style:
今世音律諧靡 章句偶對

諱避精

賢於往昔

矣

Today’s writings, in terms of harmonious metrical pattern, refined
parallelism, and meticulous avoidance of taboos, are much superior
to former times (IX.11).
While he disapproves of ornateness on principle, as everyone else does,
he states:
俗如

能獨違？但務

泰

甚耳

This, however, is the contemporary trend; how can you alone fight
it? Just try to avoid extremes and excesses (IX.10).
The fact that he values literary writings is not only seen in devoting an
entire chapter, one of the longest in Family Instructions, to the topic of
literary writings, but also in his opening statement of that chapter:
朝廷憲章

軍

敷顯仁義

發明功

民

國

暫

In creating court statutes, issuing military oaths and announcements, manifesting benevolence and integrity, and demonstrating
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achievements and virtue, governing the people as well as establishing the state, we cannot do without literary writings even for one
moment (IX.1).
Interestingly, for buke zanwu
暫 (“we cannot do without literary
writings even for one moment”), the “Song edition” notes that it also
reads shiyong duotu 施
途 (“[literary writings] have many practical
applications”). This variant reading is adopted in nearly all later editions. Such a variant, certainly not a copyist error resulting from graphic
or phonological similarity, seems to be among those of an ideological
origin, reflecting the well-known bias against literature on the part of
neo-Confucian thinkers from the Song (960–1279) onward.
Yan Zhitui also launches into an extensive and vehement critique of
the Western Han writer Yang Xiong (53 BCE–18 CE) for his dismissal
of belletristic writings, echoing the declaration of Xiao Gang, Liang
Emperor Jianwen:
為壯 , 楊
罪在 赦

實小言破

; 非謂君 , 曹植 小辯破言

之科刑,

“A grown man does not practice it” – Yang Xiong truly marred the
Way with his petty discourse. “Writing rhapsodies is not fitting
employment for a gentleman” – Cao Zhi also damaged Discourse
with his trivial rhetoric. Should we discuss legal punishment for
their offenses, their crime must be classified as unpardonable.62
Yan Zhitui’s advice to his sons about writing is characteristically pragmatic: he counsels them to get plenty of feedback from family and
friends before making their works public (IX.5). He shows a remarkable
awareness of the existence of an inborn aptitude in the making of a
great writer: “As long as you become a learned man, you can establish
yourself in the world; but if you have no genius, don’t force yourself to
take up the writing brush” (IX.4). Many of Yan Zhitui’s specific comments on literary writings focus on shi poetry. He brings up revealing
differences in northeastern and southern views of poetry, and his sympathies clearly lie with his southern peers (IX.32 and IX.33).
62 Yan Kejun, Quan Liang wen 11.3010.
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One particularly notable feature about Yan Zhitui’s own writings is
the self-annotations of his “Rhapsody on Viewing My Life.” Prior to it,
only two rhapsodies are known to have self-exegesis: the great southern
poet Xie Lingyun’s 謝靈 (385–433) “Rhapsody on Dwelling in the
Mountains” (“Shanju fu” 山 賦), and the northern astronomer Zhang
Yuan’s 淵 (fl. 383–429) “Rhapsody on Viewing Celestial Phenomena”
(“Guan xiang fu” 觀象賦). The former includes a prose commentary
that explains among other things the local topography as well as flora
and fauna represented in the rhapsody, and the latter, a commentary
explaining the constellations and astronomical lore. Unlike either of
these writers, Yan Zhitui’s exegetical notes inserted in his rhapsodic
poem strictly consist of an explanation of larger historical events and his
own life story. They furnish information that is essential in a standard
biography from a dynastic history, and sometimes provide data that we
do not get in any other historical source from this period, such as in
the case where he lists all the people collating books in Xiao Yi’s Jiangling library and their offices. The duet of the two distinct voices of the
same author, in the rhapsodic poem and in the prose notes, paints a full
picture of a specific historical individual against the general backdrop
of a chaotic age, and it is a fleshed-out historical record that no thirdperson historical writing can accomplish on its own.
Yan Zhitui compiled two collections of stories: one is entitled A
Collection of Records of Spirits (Jiling ji 靈記), now lost except for a
few fragments;63 the other, An Account of Wronged Souls (Yuanhun zhi
志), has been reconstituted from encyclopedia and compendium
sources; its current version includes sixty brief stories recounting wrongful death and retribution manifesting Yan Zhitui’s Buddhist faith. The
stories from recent times in particular, such as the aforementioned one
about the father and son captives who died on their way to Chang’an,
might bring a sense of comfort to those who, like Yan Zhitui, witnessed
and heard about violent, traumatic events.64

63 The longest item appears in Taiping yulan 718.3315. For others, see Zhang
Aitang 436–37.
64 This work was translated and annotated by Alvin Cohen as Tales of Vengeful
Souls (Taipei: Ricci Institute, 1982). It is not included in the present volume,
per the Chinese convention of not including story compilations in a writer’s
“collection of literary works” (wenji 文 ). Yanshi jiaxun, on the other hand,
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Yan Zhitui was the author of several philological works. Unfortunately they are all lost except for small fragments. Several chapters in his
Family Instructions are acclaimed for being a trove of philological and
phonological knowledge. Even though some of his observations have
been questioned by later scholars, they are valuable in allowing us a
glimpse into early medieval scholarship. We also learn a great deal about
the fluid, messy world of textual circulation in the age of manuscript
culture, as versions of classics and histories differed from south to north.
Perhaps most notably, Yan Zhitui comes across as someone with a
strong sense of curiosity about the world he lived in, from a relative’s
pet bird to a plant found in southern courtyards. His knowledge is not
only grounded in book learning but also in his extensive travels from
south to north. We see this curiosity in his “Rhapsody on Questioning
the Sages” (“Jisheng fu” 稽聖賦), which is extant in fragments. It seemed
to consist of a series of questions about cosmological and natural phenomena, probably not unlike those he poses in his chapter on Buddhism in Family Instructions.

Notes on Text and Editions
Yan Zhitui’s Family Instructions was a popular text. Apart from independent circulation, it was also selectively included in Buddhist works
such as Guang Hongming ji
明 (Expanded Collection on the Propagation of the Light) compiled by the monk Daoxuan
(596–667)
and Fayuan zhulin 法苑珠林 (A Forest of Pearls in the Garden of Dharma)
compiled by another monk Daoshi 世 (d. 683); it was also partially
copied in what are sometimes referred to by scholars as “Dunhuang
encyclopedias,” such as Qin dushu chao 勤讀書鈔. It was printed more
than once in the Song. In a colophon written by Shen Kui 沈揆 (1160
jinshi) in 1180, Shen Kui mentions that he collated a Min (Fujian)
print edition in his family collection against an edition printed in Shu
(Sichuan). The Min edition, he says, is full of errors, whereas the Shu

belongs to the genre of “instructions to my sons” (jiezi
) that indeed gets
included in a literary collection, even though in Yan Zhitui’s case his “family
instructions” is of an unusal length and from early on has circulated independently from his collected works (see BQS 8 in Appendix).
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edition has been collated and corrected in red ink by Xie Jingsi 謝景思,
who referenced He Ning’s 和凝 (898–955) edition and other books. It
is unclear whether “He Ning’s edition” refers to a printed edition collated by He Ning or a manuscript copy from He Ning’s collection. The
edition with Shen Kui’s colophon is referred to as the “Song [dynasty]
edition” (Song ben 宋 ). Family Instructions was subsequently reprinted
throughout the Yuan, Ming, and Qing dynasties.
There are two major systems of editions, marked not by any substantial differences in terms of content, but by the division of fascicles
(juan). One is based on the “Song edition” and divided into seven
fascicles; the other is based on Ming printed editions and divided into
two fascicles. However, it is important to note that no copy of the
original 1180 print is available now. As in the case of many legendary
“Song editions,” what one gets to see are its later (i.e., Yuan, Ming, and
Qing) incarnations, which all eagerly tout themselves as having descended from a “Song edition,” either as a “revised reprint” (buxiu
chongke ben 補脩重刻 ) or as a “shadow copy” (ying chao 鈔, i.e., an
exact copy) or based on a “shadow copy.”
The great Qing book collector Bao Tingbo’s 鮑廷博 (1728–1814)
printed edition, which is part of his Zhibuzu zhai
足 book series,
is exactly such an edition. He describes this edition as “a reprint of the
shadow copy of the Song edition in the collection of Shugu tang
述 堂,” which was the studio name of the bibliophile and book collector, Qian Zeng 錢 (1629–1701). Bearing the printer’s seal of the
“Tian Family of Liantai” 廉臺田家, this edition is considered, rightly or
wrongly, by many as a Yuan 元 dynasty (1271–1368) revised reprint of
the “Song edition.”65
The most popular edition claiming to be based on the Song edition
is the one annotated by Zhao Ximing 趙曦明 (1705–1787, courtesy
name Jingfu 敬 ) and Lu Wenchao 盧文弨 (1717–1796), the so-called
Baojing tang 抱經堂 edition. It was first printed in 1789, and then a

65 Wang Liqi 12, based on the speculation of Qian Daxin 錢 昕 (1728–1804),
who believes liantai to be a reference to Lianfangsi 廉訪司 (Provincial Surveillance Commission) established in the Yuan (cited in Wang 610–11). This is,
however, highly doubtful, as Liantai is very likely used here as a place name
rather than the abbreviation of an office name.
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revised and collated edition, with a list of correction notes by Lu
Wenchao, was printed in 1792. Subsequently, many Qing and modern
editions took the Lu Wenchao annotated edition as their base edition,
including 1) the Yan Shihui 嚴式 (1890–1976) edition, first printed
in Chengdu in 1929, later reprinted with Yan Shihui’s collation notes
dated 1931; 2) the Congshu jicheng 書 成 edition (first series printed
in 1935–1937), Vol 33; 3) Zhou Fagao’s 周法 (1915–1994) collated
edition; and 4) Wang Liqi’s 王利器 (1912–1998) collated edition, which
is the most commonly used scholarly edition today. It is, however, important to note that Zhou Fagao and Wang Liqi both have consulted
other editions and in many cases chose not to follow the Lu Wenchao
edition.
The “Song edition” system divides the twenty chapters into seven
fascicles, with Chapters 1–5 as juan 1, Chapters 6–7 as juan 2, Chapter
8 as juan 3, Chapters 9–11 as juan 4, Chapters 12–16 as juan 5, Chapter 17 as juan 6, and Chapters 18–20 as juan 7. The other edition
system simply divides the twenty chapters into two fascicles, with ten
chapters each. This latter system is seen only in a number of Ming
dynasty editions, including: 1) the Cheng Rong 程榮 (fl. late 16th c.)
edition in the Han Wei congshu 魏 書 series (1592), with a preface
by Yan Zhibang 顏志 in 1578 and an earlier preface by Yan Rugui
顏如瓌 in 1518, who claims to have collated this edition with an incomplete copy in his family collection, a handwritten copy of the Song
printed edition, and a copy of Xu Jiaxun 續家訓 (Sequel to Family Instructions) by Dong Zhenggong 董正功/ (fl. 11th c.?); 2) the Fu Yue
鑰 (Fu Taiping
平) (1482–1540) edition with Zhang Bi’s 璧
1524 preface; and 3) the Yan Sishen 顏嗣慎 edition printed in 1575
and the Luo Chun 羅春 edition from the Chenghua 成 era (1465–
1487), referenced in Wang Liqi and Zhou Fagao.
These Ming editions tend to contain the kind of ideological variants
discussed earlier. It is with some amusement that I note scholars such
as Lu Wenchao and Zhou Fagao often refer to the same editions differently, either as “Ming edition(s)” or as “vulgar editions” (suben 俗 /
sujian ben 俗
), largely depending on whether a variant from those
editions meets their approval.
The Chinese text in this volume is based on the Bao Tingbo edition
and the Lu Wenchao edition, collated with the aforementioned edi-
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tions. All meaningful textual variants that, if adopted, involve a change
in connotation are noted in Additional Notes.
Yan Zhitui’s literary collection in thirty fascicles was long lost and
was not even recorded in the “Bibliography” of Sui and Tang dynastic
histories. A few of his poems are extant through Tang and Song encyclopedia and compendium sources. His “Rhapsody on Viewing My
Life” is preserved in entirety through its inclusion in his biography in
the Northern Qi History, which is its earliest source. Although the original Northern Qi History was incomplete and over three-fifths was supplemented by later hands, the part that contains Yan Zhitui’s biography
is considered to belong to the original version. His “Rhapsody on Questioning the Sages,” circulating independently in the Tang and Song,
was lost after the Song, and the fragments have been reconstituted by
Wang Liqi from various Tang and Song sources. I have offered some
corrective observations on his annotations of a few entries and added
two more entries to his list.

Notes on Translation
In working on this volume I am indebted to the pioneering work of
Teng Ssu-yü and Albert Dien, who translated most of Yan Zhitui’s
writings in the 1960s and 1970s. My translations have departed significantly from theirs, in no small part owing to the transformations in the
field of early medieval Chinese studies since then. In general, I have
leaned toward a literal translation without compromising the readability
of the English. I did not always succeed, and only take comfort in
the hope that I have erred on the side of awkwardness rather than of
distortion.
The paragraphs in Family Instructions are given breaks and numbered
for the sake of ease of reading and looking things up in the Additional
Notes. These breaks are my own; in Chinese editions many passages
run much longer.
I use pinyin Romanization throughout the volume. For Middle Period Chinese pronunciations I consulted Paul W. Kroll’s A Student’s Dictionary of Classical and Medieval Chinese (rev. ed., Brill 2017).
In the traditional Chinese system of reckoning age, people are born
at the age of one, and one year is added to their age on each Chinese
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New Year’s Day, rather than on one’s birthday. Thus, when Yan Zhitui
says nine sui, it means, roughly speaking, eight years old.
This volume, as a work of translation, does not have a standard
bibliography; but the books and articles mentioned in this volume are
given in the list of Abbreviations. Following the conventions of the
Library of Chinese Humanities, footnotes are reserved for explanatory
material deemed essential for understanding the translation, including
historical information about persons and events. I reserve more scholarly matters, such as textual sources and variants, for Additional Notes.
Yan Zhitui’s writing is eminently lucid. Modern readers, particularly
native speakers of Chinese, may be lured to take lucidity for transparency. Yet, there are cases in which he uses a word or phrase in a peculiar
way, characterized by period usage, and not to be taken for granted.
Occasionally, I explain my reason for choosing a certain translation in
an endnote.

